Learn to
unlearn

We rapidly
build
movable
structures

A cosy, well-thought
and welcoming
infrastructure

Tidy and ordered
working space

We have a place
which fosters
collaboration,
open-mindness and
creativity

Clear organisation,
standardised processes and
continual reassessment

Efficient
communication and
non-violent conflict
resolution

We have time and
space for ourselves
and for our loved
ones

Enough time
for strategic
planning

We keep our
finances crystalclear and plan
anticipatively

We have
various sources
of income

Our infrastructures meet our
needs whilst remaining
simple, functional, economic
and aesthetic

We are financially
independent,
running at low
costs and debt free
whilst reinvesting
in long term
symbiotic assets

A very clear, honest
and structured digital
and in person
communication

Gather structured
qualitative and
quantitative data about
our evolution

Water is
under
control and
evenly
distributed
across
landscape

Off-grid
energy
independence

Commitment
to Holistic
Context

Production through the
best regenerative
practices mimicking nature

We are healthy,
energetic and clearthinking allowing us
to be inspiring and
lead by example

We have a
measurable
positive impact

Strong link
with local
community

A very clear, honest and
structured communication
on the current problematics

We harvest high
quality, seasonbased, nutrient
dense food and
medicinal plants

Il Nido’s primary objective is to
create a network of economically
viable symbiotic farm enterprises
which are centered around soil
regeneration and human’s well
being. The secondary objective is to
offer on-site experiences in order to
serve as an example of resilience.

We openly and
transparently share
our experiences
from our lifelong
learning process

A wellinformed,
supportive
and
generous
community

We ease the
process
foreigners to
settle down

We have lots of fun
whilst surrounded
by international
open-minded
people

Active collaboration
with local politics

We are comitted in
creating a resiliant
local economy for
the benefit of all

A clear, singular
and consistent
visual branding
A clear sales and
marketing plan
We have an opengate policy
Collaboration with existing
businesses sharing the
same values

We base our values
on yoga
philosophy,
enjoying Nature
and its richness

Daily Yoga and
Meditation
Practices

Regular
activities in
nature

Healthy &
regenerating
soil

A minimal usage of oil
through innovative and
efficient techniques or
alternatives

We have a clear,
recognizable brand
which builds over
time, attracting an
increasing number
of customers,
supporters and
followers

We honor regular
sport, good food
and qualitative
sleep

Helping
neighbours
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We sensitize customers
to new nutriments and
more humane techniques

Healthy &
rich
ecosystems
around us

Collaboration
with external
yoga teachers
and yoga schools

Competent
members in
the core
teams

Commitment
to regular
yoga and
meditation
practice

